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Abstract  
 
In the course of this thesis, the capability of adsorption by the double-cuboid 
Polyoxopalladates (POP) molecules on the conductive surfaces of Au (111) and 
HOPG has been investigated, for a potential application in future spintronics 
devices as precursors. Deposition was carried out by the drop casting method, 
where a droplet of solution is applied onto the substrate and left to evaporate for 1 
hour under ambient conditions.  In-situ experimental techniques for the 
characterization of POP adsorption, such as Auger Electron Spectroscopy AES, 
and Scanning Tunneling Microscopy STM techniques have been used.  The results 
demonstrated by AES show the capability of POP molecules to adsorb on the 
chosen substrates.  
 
Imaging of the POP molecules by STM was successfully conducted. The measured 
width of some lines structures POP molecules was largely compared to the 
molecules size on the Au (111) surface at low concentration. Aggregation of 
molecules should depend on the intermolecular and molecule-surface interactions 
but a clear explanation for the specific structure needs further measurements. 
 
Depositing POP molecules on HOPG was generally successful. Imaging of intact 
molecules with different orientations and various arrangements in ordered arrays 
and chains was achieved with high topographic resolution in some of the cases. 
The arrays followed the surface structure but the chains were specifically located 
along the arrays edges.  
 
Further research is needed to obtain a detailed understanding of the various 
configurations and to explain the anomalies. STM Measurements for lower 
concentrations and a detailed investigation of the depositions by AES are 
suggested. Few more recommendations for measurements to study other aspects 
for possible applications are proposed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction  
1.1 About the Research Center Jülich 
 
The experimental work presented in this thesis was performed at the Research Center Jülich in 
Germany. 
The Research Center Jülich (FZJ) is a member of the Helmholtz Association, and one of the 
major research institutions in Europe. Key technologies in the areas of health, environment, and 
information characterize the profile of the Forschungszentrum Jülich.  
The potential of the FZJ for meeting the objective of "key technologies for tomorrow" lies in 
4,600 employees who work together in an interdisciplinary manner, over 200 cooperation 
partners in Germany and abroad, a unique infrastructure, and a special expertise in physics, 
materials science, nanotechnology, and information technology. 
The Forschungszentrum Jülich is proud of the tools it provides for its researchers to do their 
work: simulation with supercomputers, research with neutrons, imaging techniques for medicine, 
nanotechnology tools. These modern instruments allow science to break through to new horizons 
of knowledge. This infrastructure, valued and used by researchers throughout the globe, 
characterizes Jülich as the home of key technologies.  
The Research Centre is located near the town of Jülich, close to the university cities Aachen, 
Bonn, Cologne and Düsseldorf. The proximity of Jülich to the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Luxemburg as well as about 700 international guest scientists per year adds to an excellent and 
inspiring training environment. 
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1.2 General Overview and Motivation of the Research 
Nanotechnology describes science and technology that create, control, and take advantage of 
material structures with characteristic dimensions in the range of less than 100 nm. The long-
term aim of this technology is to design materials devices with specific and advanced features by 
controlling processes at the ultimate length scale of atoms and molecules [Whitesides and love, 
2001].  
 
To achieve these aims, fundamental issues have to be addressed in areas as varied as molecular 
biology, catalysis, lithography, and molecular scale devices [Balzani et al. 2000]. 
Nanotechnology emanates from the demand to explore alternatives to the traditional “top-down” 
approach in semiconductor industries that uses lithography techniques for the fabrication of 
smaller and smaller electronic components on silicon wafers.  
 
In 1965, Moore predicted that the number of transistors per integrated circuit (IC) would double 
every 18 months [Moore, 1965]. The downscaling of the optical lithographic process is curial 
due to both fabrication costs and reaching the fundamental physical limits [ITRS, 2001] and 
[Special issues, 2000]. 
 
A revolution in electronics is going on with the contemporary development of two novel 
disciplines, namely spintronics and molecular electronics. Magnetic molecules form a link 
between the two fields. They offer unique properties such as metallic or semi conducting 
behavior, high magnetic moments, size-inducing quantum effects, and a manifold of functions 
leading to electric, magnetic, optical, and chemical sensitivities or selective reactions with their 
environment. The resulting research field, Molecular Spintronics, aims at manipulating spins and 
charges in electronic devices containing one or more molecules [Bongani and Wernsdoefer, 
2008], [ Cleuziou et al. 2006], and [ Roch et al. 2008]. 
 
Great attention is paid to spintronics systems where the electronic charge and spin degrees of 
freedom can be used simultaneously in order to produce devices with new functionality for an 
emerging technology. In the last ten years some fundamental results turned into actual devices. 
Therefore, molecular spintronics holds great promises for the future.  
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Spintronics take advantage of the fact that the electronic current is composed of spin-up and 
spin-down carriers that carry information encoded in their spin state and interact differently with 
magnetic materials. Information encoded in the spins persists when the device is switched off. It 
can also be manipulated with and without using external magnetic fields and can be written using 
little energy [Wolf et al. 2001] and [Awschalom and FLatt, 2007]. 
 
Devices employed in molecular electronics are most often composed of two nano-electrodes and 
a bridging molecule in between, allowing the measurement of electron transport through a single 
molecule, and the measurement is carried out at the molecular level. The observables are 
connected to molecular orbitals rather than to Bloch waves in bulk materials. [Chiang et 
al.1994] 
 
Consequently, quantum properties of the molecule can be probed directly using new rules 
governing these systems. The roles include electron tunneling processes in the electrode-
molecule-electrode system that can exhibit the presence of Kondo or Coulomb-blockade effects, 
taking into account the binding strength between the molecule and electrodes that can be tuned 
by selecting the appropriated chemical functional groups [Bogani and Wernsdorfer, 2008].  
 
Currently, different aspects have been studied, such as singly adsorbed molecules [Thomas et al. 
2001], monolayer structures [Chen et al. 2002] and [Lukas et al. 2002] and thin film growth 
[Meyer et al. 2001] using the powerful STM techniques for atomic scale studies. The study of 
organic molecules on surfaces started after the invention of the STM [Cui et al. 2001] and 
[Nanoelectronics, 2005], and quite soon it was extended to large and complex molecules due to 
their prospective applications in nano-electronics, molecular devices and spintronics. Important 
insight into the bonding and ordering of molecules on different substrates has been gained. 
 
The investigation of functional molecules on solid substrates is increasingly becoming a crucial 
aspect of Nanoscience, especially in molecular and supramolecular electronics and spintronics. 
In this respect molecular electronics and spintronics emerge as competitive alternatives to 
conventional top-down approaches to reduce size and the cost per functional unit. The synthesis 
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of molecules allows tuning typical properties that contribute to the suitability for the integration 
into electronic devices.  Examples are the coupling to electrodes, the magnetism, or the transport 
properties.  [Ishikawa et al. 2004].   
 
Recent years have seen increased interest in imaging individual molecules adsorbed on substrates 
by the STM techniques. Molecules forming insulating substances in their bulk structure have 
successfully been imaged by deposition them on conductive substrates [Chiang et al. 1994], 
[Jung et al. 1998] and [Fisher and Blochl, 1993]. This is surprising since for insulating 
molecules the energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is relatively large [Song et al. 2002].  The main 
explanation is the decrease of the HOMO-LUMO energy gap due to intermolecular or molecule-
substrate interactions. Some years ago several groups have reported STM images for ordered 
monolayer arrays of Polyoxometalates (POMs) on different substrates [Song et al. 2002 and 
2003] and [Kaba et al. 1998 and 2002]. 
 
Although STM is capable of atomic resolution when imaging solid surfaces, mapping of large 
and complex molecules with sub-molecular resolution is a difficult challenge. In particular at 
ambient condition, merely mapping the Van der Walls surface of often very dense molecules 
assemblies would only provide a featureless “blob” for a large cluster of atoms. However, STM 
images taken under well-defined conditions (such as UHV, low temperatures, and clean 
contamination-free surfaces) contain both geometric and electronic information about the 
sample. Therefore, highly resolved STM images can differentiate between molecules adsorbed 
on surfaces with very similar geometric structures [Erringaton et al. 2005], [Feyter and 
Schryver, 2005] [Hembacher et al. 2005]. 
 
Polyoxometalates (POM) are usually formed by group 5 and 6 metals in high oxidation states 
(e.g., V
5+
, Nb
5+
, Mo
6+
, Ta
5+
, and W
6+
) [Barsukova-Stuckart et al. 2012]. Recently however, 
several “unconventional” noble metal-oxygen clusters based on Pt2+, Pd2+, and Au3+ have 
redefined our understandings. They can be considered intermediate between metal ions and 
extended metal-oxide lattices. In fact, polyanions are frequently referred to as “molecular metal-
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oxide fragments”. Some polyanion derivatives have the potential to become crucial building 
blocks of solid-state electronic, magnetic and optical devices in modern technology. [Nano 
molecular science]  
 
Recent progress in polyoxometalate chemistry has allowed the design of polyoxomolybdates, 
polyoxotungstates, and polyoxopaladates with multiple functionalities and dimensions in the 
nano-regime. This class of molecular compounds is expected to play an important role in the 
rapidly expanding field of Nanoscience and nanotechnology. Rational synthesis of 
polyoxometalates usually follows a self-assembly mechanism involving lacunary precursors. In 
the final product, the polyanion, vacant subunits can incorporate the functionalities appropriate 
for the construction of miniaturized molecular devices. [Nano molecular science]  
 
a) 
 
b) 
Figure 1.1 a) Project of synthetic expansion of magnetic molecules into spintronic devices. b) Schematics 
of future work with POP molecules that could be used as a precursor in spintronics devices. [Courtesy of 
Prof. Paul Kögerler, RWTH Aachen and FZJ]. 
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The research presented in this thesis concentrates on the adsorption characteristics of double-
cuboids-shaped insulating Polyoxopalladates molecules Cu2Pd22P12O60(OH)8]
20-  
(POP) on two 
differently reactive surfaces, namely Au(111) and HOPG using AES and STM. This molecule is 
a promising candidate as a precursor for fabrication advances as suggested in Figure 1.1. To my 
knowledge, there are no previous reports of STM studies for these molecules. 
 
The surface characterization before depositing the POP molecules onto Au (111) and HOPG 
substrates was performed by surface-sensitive AES, low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), and 
STM. Combining the results obtained from these techniques makes it possible to get atomic scale 
information regarding the geometric structure of the system, the chemical composition, and the 
molecule-substrate interactions, which are key aspects of the research work presented here. 
This thesis is composed of five chapters. This chapter presents a brief introduction to the project 
background. In chapter two we describe the experimental techniques, Chapter three deals with 
the experimental setup and sample preparation that includes the structure, synthesis and 
properties of POP and the experimental procedures, respectively. The results and analyses are 
discussed in some detail in chapter four. Summary and conclusions and recommendations are 
presented in chapter five. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Techniques 
 
This chapter is devoted to review the experimental techniques utilized for this work. A brief 
review of the STM principle, LEED, and AES used for surface investigation is presented. Finally 
an introduction to the ultra-high vacuum system and its main chambers is given. 
 
2.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) 
The direct investigation of the sample surface and its adsorbates was done in this work using 
STM. A commercial low-temperature STM by Omicron was used to obtain the measurements. 
 
2.1.1 Principle  
In 1986 Gerd Binning and Heinrich Rohrer were awarded the Noble prize in physics for the 
invention of the scanning tunneling microscope in 1982. STM is a technique capable of directly 
imaging not only the surface and its adsorbates, but also the electronic and spin-polarization 
properties of single molecules [Binning and Rohrer, 2000] and [Binning and Rohrer, 1986]. 
STM uses the quantum-mechanical electron tunneling through a barrier between two conductors.  
 
The basic principle of operation of STM is to move a sharp metallic tip within a distance of few 
Å from a surface. In this configuration the tip and the surface electronic wave functions overlap. 
When we apply a voltage of up to a few volts between the tip and the surface, the electrons 
tunnel from the surface to the tip or vice versa, depending on the polarity of the voltage as shown 
in Figure 2.1. Tunneling electrons produce a small current (few pA to-µA), called the tunneling 
current IT, that depends exponentially on the spacing between tip and surface.  
 
This is the key to the high vertical resolution. The vertical position of the tip is controlled by a 
piezo actuator, which also scans the tip across the surface to be imaged. The current IT (constant-
height mode) or the piezo voltage required to keep IT constant (constant-current mode) are 
recorded by a computer and when plotted over the scan positions they form the STM image of 
the surface. 
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Figure 2.1 Principle of STM and its components. When a negative bias is applied to the sample, the 
electron tunneling starts from occupied states of the sample into unoccupied states of the tip. A computer 
generates the lateral scan motion and records the tunneling current and the piezo feedback signal to form 
an STM image of the sample [IAP, 2012]. 
 
2.1.2   The Electron Tunneling Effect 
The quantum mechanical tunneling process in one dimension can demonstrate the concept of 
STM imaging [Bonnell, 2001]. Figure 2.2 shows the state of a particle described by the wave 
function that tends to cross an energy barrier of height Vo that is extending from 0 to d  along 
the z axis. 
 
Figure 2.2 One dimensional quantum mechanical tunneling effect. A particle wave ψ1 impinges on an 
energy barrier of height Vo and width d. In classical mechanics the wave will be reflected, whereas 
quantum mechanics allows for a small but finite probability of transmission or tunneling to other side of 
the barrier [Bonnell, 2001].     
 
Solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation 
                                                       2.1 
one can determine the transmission or tunneling probability. Here m and,  are the mass of the 
electron and the reduced Plank‟s constant. It is helpful to divide the z axis into three regions as 
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sketched in the Figure 2.2. In regions I and III the sample potential V (z) = 0, whereas in region 
II V(z) = Vo. The electron wave functions for these regions have the form 
 
 
 
where K = and k = . The coefficients A, B, C, D, and E are determined from 
the boundary conditions at z=0 and z=d, which require the continuity of wave functions and their 
derivatives. The tunneling current is directly connected to the transmission probability T or 
coefficient that is defined as the ratio between intensities of the transmitted 
2
 and incoming 
2
 waves. 
                                                                                                 2.3 
Taking into account a thick and high potential barrier , a typical condition for the STM, 
we can approximate T as 
                                                                          2.4 
This is the basis for estimating the STM current. It shows very high dependence and sensitivity 
towards the effective barrier height and thickness. For typical STM experiments the barrier 
height is about 4 eV and the width is few angstroms. The transmission current is very sensitive to 
the variation in these parameters. A variation of the barrier width by 1Å changes the tunneling 
current by almost one order of magnitude. 
 
2.1.3 STM Imaging Mode Operations [Besenbacher, 1986] 
STM offers two basic modes of scanning: constant-current mode, and constant-height mode. In 
the constant-height mode, the tip is scanned across the surface at a constant average height.  
Thereby, the tunneling current varies according to the local distance between the tip and the 
surface. Tiny changes of this distance, e.g. due to atomic scale corrugation, translates according 
Eq. 2.4 into measurable variation of the tunneling current.  
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The topographic image acquired in this mode is represented by plotting the tunneling current as a 
function of lateral tip position. This mode is only adequate for flat surfaces and small scan areas, 
typically 5x5 nm
2
.  
 
Alternatively, in the constant-current mode the tip scans the xy-plane, while the height z is 
adjusted by a feedback system to maintain a constant tunneling current. This is achieved by 
changing the voltage on the z-piezo element. The image is formed by plotting the z-piezo 
feedback voltage as a function of the scan position. Generally, the constant-current mode yields 
better resolution and it also works with atomically not flat (e.g. stepped) surfaces, but has the 
disadvantage of lower scanning speed.  All images taken in this work were obtained in the 
constant-current mode. The two images modes are depicted in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3   Constant-height and constant-current operation modes of STM [Attocube]. 
 
2.1.4 Components of STM 
In our experiment we used the low-temperature Omicron STM at the Nanospintronics cluster 
tool (NCST) of the Peter Grünberg institute at the Forschungszentrum Jülich. The instrument is 
equipped with liquid Helium cooling and the lowest temperature that can be achieved is around 
4.7 K.  Tungsten tips installed into a cylindrical piezo element are used to perform the STM 
measurements.  
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The movement of the tip along the z direction is controlled by piezo-driven stick-and-slip linear 
stepper motors. The coarse motion is manually operated while the tip-sample separation is 
monitored by a CCD camera. After the mirror image of the tip on the sample surface and direct 
image of the tip are close enough, the auto-approach procedure is started.  A computer generated 
linear voltage ramp is applied to the z-piezo in order to move the tip to the closest distance to the 
sample. If tunneling current is detected during this motion, the feedback-loop is activated and the 
auto-approach stops. If the tip does not reach the tunneling regime, it is fully retracted and a 
single step of the coarse stepper motor moves the tip and the scanning piezo closer to the surface. 
The next cycle of the auto-approach is started by again applying the linear voltage ramp to the z-
piezo.  
 
The cycle is automatically repeated until the set-point tunneling current defined by the user is 
detected. Then, we can scan the surface by moving the piezo scanner in x- and y-directions. 
Topographic data based on the z-position is collected by the STM computer. Both forward and 
backward scan images were recorded.   
 
A key part of the STM instrument is the piezoelectric material, which has the ability to contract 
and expand when an electric field is applied. The STM piezoelectric element contracts or 
expands by 0.01 Å/mV, and that allows for angstrom-level fine control of the tip head [G. 
Binning and H. Rohrer, 2000]. 
 
STM instruments need to be isolated from external vibrations to avoid mechanical instabilities of 
the tip-surface gap. Vibrational damping of the instrument is used to achieve sub-angstrom 
precision in both lateral and vertical tip positioning. For this purpose our STM employs a spring 
systems with eddy current damping. 
 
In principle, STM operation does not require vacuum and can be used under different pressures 
ranging from the atmospheric down to ultra-high vacuum pressure, an environment needed to 
avoid contamination or oxidation of the sample, that both have severe impact on the tunneling 
current and thus the quality images.  
 
2.2 Low-Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) 
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The preparation chamber provides an Omicron spectra LEED, consisting of an electron gun and 
an analyzer screen. LEED is a technique, which is widely used to characterize the structure of 
surfaces [Diehl et al. 2003] in surface science laboratories because of the relatively low cost, 
compactness, and ease of performance in the UHV [Seah and Dench, 1979]. The usage of low-
energy electrons for surface analysis emanates from the following reasons.  
1- The de-Broglie wavelength of electrons is given by  
 ,                                                               2.5 
For electrons with an energy E of 20-200 eV, λ is of the order of 1-2 Å and is thus suitable to 
resolve atomic structures in a diffraction experiment.  
2- The mean free path of the low-energy electrons in solids is very short. Therefore, most elastic 
collisions occur in the very few topmost layers of the sample in the diffraction process [Oura, 
2003]. Whence LEED provides information mostly about the surface atomic structure. 
For the case of the diffraction on the 2D surface, the crystal periodicity in the direction normal to 
the surface is lacking and the condition for constructive interference and hence diffraction of 
scattered electron wave is given by the Laue condition in two dimensions 
 
k 
‖ _ 
ko
‖
 =Ghk                                                     2.6 
 
where, k0, k are the incident and scattered wave vectors respectively, and Ghk is the reciprocal 
lattice vector in the sample plane.  
 
Conservation of momentum concerns only the wave vector components parallel to the surface. 
The scattering vector component parallel to the surface, (k 
‖ _ 
ko
‖
), must be equal to the vector of 
the 2D surface reciprocal lattice, Ghk. In elastic diffraction collisions both energy and momentum 
are conserved, whereas the direction of momentum is changed. 
 
The Laue condition in the 2-D reciprocal space and the Ewald sphere can be used to describe the 
whole LEED process. Equation 2.7 shows the way to construct the 2-D reciprocal space. 
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                        2.7 
where a
* 
and b
*
 are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the surface lattice spanned in real space by 
the lattice vectors a and b. The constant n is a unit vector normal to the surface plane. The Laue 
condition can readily be visualized using the Ewald‟s sphere construction. Figure 2.4 shows a 
simple illustration of this principle: The wave vector ko of the incident electron beam is drawn 
such that it terminates at a reciprocal lattice point O. The Ewald sphere is then the sphere 
centered at the origin of ko with radius . Obviously, it passes through the reciprocal lattice 
point O.  
                       
Real  Space   Reciprocal space  
Figure  2.4  left: Schematics of the translation between real and reciprocal spaces. Right: Construction of 
the Ewald sphere for the case of diffraction from a 2D-lattice. The intersections between the Ewald sphere 
and reciprocal lattice rods define the allowed diffraction beams [Yan Bai, 2010]. 
 
The typical geometry of a LEED experiment is shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The standard set-
up for LEED contains the main elements, which are an electron gun, a sample holder, and a 
hemispherical fluorescent screen. The electron gun provides a nearly mono-energetic beam of 
electrons with a variable energy in the range from few to some hundreds eV.  
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Figure 2.5 LEED optics produced by Omicron, viewed from the vacuum side. The top shows the grids 
that filter the inelastically scattered electrons. Below the stack of the grids the fluorescent screen is 
hidden. The electron gun is aligned vertically and penetrates through the center of the grids, pointing 
towards the sample (not shown), which must be placed in grids center of curvature and the screen. 
[Omicron LEED] 
 
The electrons are accelerated towards the sample in a direction perpendicular to the surface. The 
back scattered and diffracted electrons are then energy filtered by a retarding field between the 
grids and form a diffraction pattern on a fluorescent screen located on the same side of the 
sample as the gun. This pattern of spots contains information about the surface atomic scale 
structure. In order to generate a clear and unambiguous back-scattered electron diffraction 
pattern the sample must be a single crystal with a well-ordered surface. 
 
We can consider now the information about the surface structure that can be obtained from the 
LEED data. First information can be gained from the sharpness of a LEED pattern. The primary 
inspection of the pattern resides conventionally in the quantitative estimation of the structural 
perfection of the surface under investigation. The well-ordered surface exhibits a LEED pattern 
with bright sharp spots and low background intensity, whereas the presence of defects and 
crystallographic imperfections results in increasing the background intensity and broadening and 
weakening of the spots. The absence of any spots in the LEED pattern indicates an amorphous, 
disordered, or finely polycrystalline surface. Second, information can be gained from the LEED 
spots geometry, by considering the correspondence between the 2D lattice surface and the LEED 
patterns [Oura, 2003].  
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Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of a typical LEED experiment. The electron gun produces a mono-
energetic beam, the hemispherical grid system repels electrons having energies below the elastic energy 
(i.e. the acceleration energy of the gun), and the diffracted electrons are then accelerated toward the 
fluorescent screen, where they produce the LEED pattern [Oura, 2003].  
 
2.3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) 
AES is a sensitive technique used for the analysis of the chemical composition of solid surfaces 
by measuring the energies of Auger electrons [Ertl and Kuppers, 1974], and [Chang, 1971]. 
Figure 2.7 shows the principle of the Auger process. A primary electron beam of typically (2-10 
keV) impinges on the sample and creates a core hole in an inner shells (e.g L23 , L1 or K shells as 
depicted in Figure 2.7).  
 
 
Figure 2.7 Schematic diagrams for the photoemission (middle) and Auger (right) process. Labels V, M, 
L23, L1, and K represent the electron orbits [Nesbitt and Pratt, 1995].   
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Both the primary and the excited electrons leave the atom. The resultant vacancy can be filled by 
either a radiative transition (x-ray fluorescence) or a non-radiative transition (Auger emission). 
In the Auger process an electron from a higher level drops down to fill the core hole, and another 
electron will be emitted from the ionized atom to stabilize it and conserve energy. That means 
that three electrons are involved in this process, and thus it can take place for all elements, except 
H and, He, because they have less than three electrons per atom.  
 
An Auger transition is characterized by the locations of the initial hole and the final two holes. 
Thus, the energy of the Auger electron in Figure 2.7 is approximately given by 
EKL₁L₂₃= EK - EL₁- EL₂₃ - ɸ,                                  2.9 
where EKL₁L₂₃  is the kinetic energy of the Auger electron, E L₁ and E L₂₃ are the binding energies of 
the electrons in the L₁ and L₂₃ shells, and ɸ is the work function of the material. Note that the 
energy EL₂₃is the binding energy after removal of the core electron from the atom, as the Auger 
electron emission occurs from the ionized atom, rather than the neutral atom. Using the binding 
energies of the neutral atom in equation 2.9 is a simplification that is useful for many application 
of Auger spectroscopy. 
 
A typical Auger spectrometer such as the one used in this work consists of an UHV system, an 
electron gun for the excitation of the specimen, an electron energy analyzer for the collection of 
the emitted electrons, and a computer for data storage and processing.  Auger analysis is 
performed in UHV to maintain an uncontaminated surface during the data acquisition [Davis, 
1976].  
 
AES is a very surface sensitive technique because the Auger electrons can only travel very short 
distances through the solid before stopping. Most of Auger electrons will be detected only if they 
come from the top few atomic layers of the solid. AES can detect very small amounts of 
elements because even though the probability of exciting an Auger electron of an element is 
quite high, other de-excitation processes, such as emission of x-rays, will occur. 
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For chemically simple surfaces, it is relatively easy to get an idea about the elements present. But 
generally the Auger peaks are rather difficult to detect since they appear in the large tail of the 
secondary electrons; resulting from a cascade of inelastic collisions between the primary beam 
electrons and electrons bound in the solid. Experimentally we can improve the detection by 
differentiating the spectrum with respect to the kinetic energy. Quantitative identification of the 
elements present on a surface is achieved by comparing the experimental spectrum with Auger 
transition tables that are available in literature [Davis, 1976]. The lower detection limit for AES is 
of the order 1% [Zangwill, 1988]. 
 
2.4 The Ultra-High Vacuum System (UHV) 
The UHV inside the chambers is achieved by using different pumping stages. To reduce the 
pressure from ambient to 10
-3
 mbar a rotary pump is used. Afterwards turbo molecular pumps 
(TMP) are switched on to pump the system further down.  After baking the system at a 
temperature of 100°-200°C (depending on the maximum allowed baking temperature) for 48 
hours the pressure reaches the order of 10
-9
 mbar.   
 
After cooling the system to room temperature all components of the setup (e.g. filaments) in the 
UHV are degassed. Finally, a base pressure of 10
-11
 mbar is achieved by ion getter pumps in 
combination with titanium sublimation pumps. The rotary pumps were located separately in a 
room next to our system to avoid mechanical vibrations during the high-resolution 
measurements. The TMP can also be switch off for this purpose.   
 
The UHV system consists of five chambers, namely the load-lock, the molecular deposition, the 
preparation, the scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and the STM chambers. All chambers can 
be separated from each other by valves.   
 
The chambers and most of the in-situ parts are made of stainless steel, which is a suitable 
vacuum material due to its low gas permeability, resistance to corrosion, and possibility to 
manufacture the internal surfaces with high polish to reduce the surface adsorption. Figure 3.4 
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shows a photograph of the UHV system called Nanospintronics Cluster Tool. In the following 
a brief description of the instrumentation relevant to this work is given. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Photograph showing a part of the experimental setup: (1) Load-lock chamber, (2) SEM 
chamber, (3) preparation chamber, (4) STM chamber, (5) molecule evaporator, (6) manipulator, (7) 
transfer rods, and (8) separation valve. 
 
2.4.1 The Preparation chamber 
The main functions of this chamber and its facilities are the preparation and characterization of 
samples that are used during the work. AES and LEED reveal information about the chemical 
composition of the surface layers and the atomic structure and symmetry of surfaces, 
respectively. The chamber is connected with two chambers, (i) the load-lock chamber, from 
where samples can be introduced to the system, and (ii) to the STM chamber.  
Samples and tips are transferred between the chambers via transfer rods. Manipulators, called 
wobble sticks, are used to transfer samples and tips from the transfer rods to the specific 
equipment such as the STM or heaters. The preparation chamber allows sample heating 
3 
8 
4 6 
5 
7 
7 1 2 
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(annealing), i.e. warming up and cooling down the crystal at proper temperatures. In order to 
clean the sample surface, the samples can also be exposed to several cycles of sputtering (i.e. 
bombardment by an Ar
+ 
ion beam). 
 
2.4.2 The molecule deposition chamber  
The purpose of this chamber is to allow the deposition of molecules by sublimation onto 
substrates in-situ without breaking the vacuum. The molecule chamber is pumped independently 
by an additional turbo-molecular pump. It is connected to the preparation chamber and separated 
by a valve that is opened for few seconds to deposit the molecules. During deposition the 
pressure worsens for few minutes, and then the base pressure of 10
-9 
mbar can be recovered 
quickly.  
 
2.4.3 The STM chamber 
The STM chamber is connected to the preparation chamber but independently pumped with ion-
getter and titanium sublimation pumps.  The STM is operated at low temperature to freeze out 
the mobility of the molecules on the substrate in order to obtain highly resolved topography 
images and stable conditions for the time consuming STS measurements. Some measurements in 
this work were performed at 4.8 K achieved by a liquid He bath cryostat. 
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Procedures  
 
This chapter presents an overview of the experimental procedures needed for STM and other 
measurements of the molecules adsorbed on the surfaces. In section 1 we discuss the POP 
synthesis and preparation with a brief description of properties that make them a preferable 
choice. Section 2 provides a description of the preparation of the crystalline substrates. In section 
3 a brief description of the method of deposition of molecules onto the clean substrates is 
presented. Finally, in section 4 we discuss the important experimental issue of the preparation of 
sharp STM W-tips for the investigation of surfaces at the atomic scale. 
 
3.1 The POP Molecules  
We present a brief review of the synthesis and structural characterization of the molecule used in 
this work. It is the inorganic double-cuboid-shaped polyoxo-22-palladate(II), [Cu2Pd
II
22P12O60 
(OH) 8]
-20 
abbreviated as POP molecules or POPs. 
 
3.1.1  Synthesis and structure of  the POP molecule 
[Cu2Pd
II
22P12O60 (OH) 8]
-20 
was synthesized by the chemistry group at the Peter Grünberg 
Institute of the FZJ. Dr. Natalya Izarova kindly prepared four different concentrations of POPs 
for our experiment as shown in Figure 3.1.  
 
Figure 3.1 Four different concentrations (ranging from 10
-5
 to 10
-8
 molar) of POPs dissolved in H2O. 
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The molecules were synthesized and characterized using the procedures described in 
[Barsukova-Stuckart et al, 2011]. H2O was used as a solvent because the molecules are soluble 
in water and can be repeatedly recrystallized from aqueous solutions. 
 
3.1.2 The POP Properties  
Polyoxopalladates II belong to the noble metal based polyanion family, which is among the 
water-soluble POM group that has the largest number of members compared to other recently 
synthesized POM groups [Chubarova et al. 2008], [Izaroya et al. 2009], and [Barsukova-
stuchart et al. 2010]. The POP polyanion contains the largest number of palladium ions yet 
found in Polyoxopalladates chemistry. The bonding of each Cu
II
 ion involves the very rare eight-
fold oxo-coordination, which is of significance for the antiferromagnetic interaction between 
them as shown in Figure 3.2. The POP molecule is negatively charged with a total charge of 20 
electrons  [Barsukova-Stuckart et al, 2011].  
 
Single-crystal X-ray analysis showed that hydrated sodium salt                           
Na20[Cu2Pd
II
22P12O60(OH)8].58H2O consists of two [CuPd11P6O32] moieties connected by four 
hydroxo bridges as shown in Figure 3.2. POPs are double-cuboids-shaped with dimensions of  
2nm × 1nm× 1nm (width x height x depth).  
 
Figure 3.2 Ball-and-stick/polyhedral representation of Na20[Cu2Pd
II
22P12O60(OH)8].58H2O. Color code: Cu 
(turquoise), Pd (blue), O red balls, {PO4} tetrahedral(purple). The very long Cu-O bonds [2.759(6) – 
2.839(6) Å] are indicated by dotted lines; from [Barsukova-Stuckart et al, 2011]. 
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3.2 Substrate Preparation  
This section presents an overview of the substrates used in the course of this work, i.e. Au (111), 
and the Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG).  Different cleaning techniques depending 
on the surfaces were applied, namely sputtering, annealing, and cleaving. Furthermore, testing 
the surfaces cleanness using LEED, AES, and STM will be presented for both substrate types.   
 
3.2.1 Gold (111)  
Au has a face-centered cubic (FCC) bulk crystal structure with lattice constant of 4.08 Å [Kittel, 
2005]. Au (111) is the only FCC close packed surface that shows a reconstruction [Haiss et al. 
1991], namely the so-called "herringbone" reconstruction. Surface reconstruction occurs if the 
atoms are driven into new locations in order to minimize the surface free energy [Unertl, 1993]. 
We used the Au (111) surface as one of the substrates. 
 
For Au(111), due to the effect of surface stress, the topmost layer of gold atoms is compressed 
along the < 1 0> direction, which results in a (22x ) unit cell reconstruction for which 23 
surface atoms are packed on 22 bulk lattice sites [Barth, 1990]. As a consequence of the 
reconstruction, the Au (111) surface consists of alternating domains of FCC and HCP stacking 
sequence, separated by corrugation lines caused by the atoms occupying the bridge sites between 
FCC and HCP stacking regions that are slightly displaced in the z direction. These lines appear 
as brighter stripes in the STM images [Woll et al. 1989] and are called the soliton walls.  The 
reconstructed surface contains 4% more atoms than the bulk planes [Sandy et al. 1991].    
 
The surface was prepared in UHV by repeated sputtering with Ar
+ 
ions
 
bombardment at 0.8 keV 
for 30 minutes
 
followed by annealing at 900 K for 30 minuets in order to heal the damages 
induced by the sputtering, The Ar pressure during the sputtering process was 5 × 10
-6 
mbar. If the 
sample is stored in UHV, only heating is required to refresh the surface for subsequent 
experiments.  
 
Using surface science techniques LEED (section 2.2) and AES (section 2.3), the surface structure and 
chemical composition can be examined in UHV just after the preparation, and before the sample is 
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transferred to the STM.  Figure 3.3 shows Auger spectra of the Au(111) sample after sputtering, 
whereas the Au(111) LEED pattern is presented in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.3 Auger spectrum of the Au (111) surface after the cleaning process indicating a clean surface. 
No other chemical elements can be detected. In particular, no carbon (275 eV) and oxygen (510 eV) can 
be observed indicating a clean surface. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 LEED pattern of the Au(111)  surface (electron energy = 119.9 eV). 
 
Figure 3.5 shows an atomically resolved STM image (panels a and b) of the prepared Au(111) 
crystal showing the herringbone reconstruction (panel c). The lines of the herringbone pattern 
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change their direction by 120
º
 at the so-called elbow sites [Woll et al. 1989], where 
contaminations are preferentially adsorbed due to the locally enhanced surface reactivity.  
       
(a)                                                                              (b)   
   
(c) 
Figure 3.5 a) Atomic resolution of  the Au(111) surface. Area 3 nm × 3 nm, IT = 0.8 nA, Ugap= 0.5 V at 77 
K. b) line section along the white line in a). c) STM image of the herringbone reconstruction of Au(111). 
IT = 0.5 nA, Ugap= 0.32 V at 77 K.   
 
The measured lattice constant of Au(111) is obtained from the lateral distance between atoms along the x-
axis in Figure 3.5(b). The measured value is approximately 0.285 nm, which comparable to the literature 
value within 2 %. 
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3.2.2 Highly oriented pyrolitic graphite (HOPG)  
HOPG is obtained by heating hydrocarbons close to their decomposition temperature around 
3300 K [McNaught and Willinson, 1997]. It is characterized by a higher degree of ordering 
compared to ordinary graphite, with an angular spread between the graphene sheets of less than 
1°. The graphene layers are perfectly planar in HOPG, while in ordinary graphite they can form 
microscopically randomly oriented domains, making HOPG a better in-plane electric conductor 
than ordinary graphite. The crystal structure of HOPG is sketched in Figure 3.6. 
 
The graphite structure consists of planar graphene layers. These layers are weakly bound to each 
other via van-der-Waals forces. The carbon atoms in the graphene layers are sp
2
 hybridized. 
Therefore these orbitals take a triangular planar shape. As a consequence each carbon atom has 
three neighbors and forms three σ bonds with other carbon atoms in the same layer resulting in 
the hexagonal lattice [Shriver et al. 1994]. The fourth π orbital overlaps with the p orbitals of 
the graphene layers above and below. The delocalized electrons in the π bonds are responsible 
for the in-plane conductivity of graphite.  
             
              (a)                                             (b) 
Figure 3.6 Top (a) and side (b) views of the HOPG structure [Shriver et al. 1994]. 
 
Half of the carbon atoms in each plane are situated directly on top of the atoms of the layer 
underneath, while the other half is located at the centers of the hexagons of the layer below. This 
explains the emergence of “small and large” hexagons in STM images [Batra, 1987].  
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Figure 3.7 LEED pattern of the HOPG surface (with electron energy 92.3 eV). 
 
The HOPG surface was prepared by cleaving of the topmost layers using adhesive tape 
immediately prior to introducing the sample into the UHV. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the LEED 
pattern and AES data for the HOPG sample followed by an STM image with atomic resolution 
of the HOPG surface as shown Figure 3.9.  
 
Figure 3.8 Auger spectrum of the HOPG surface after the cleaning process. The blue arrow indicates the 
main peak of carbon (275 eV). 
 
Figure 3.7 shows a LEED pattern from the clean HOPG surface. It consists of rings instead of 
spots because HOPG comprises a large number of micron-size crystallites having random in-
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plane orientations, and the diffraction pattern is an incoherent superposition of many single-
crystal diffraction patterns [Ferralis et al. 2004].      
 
The selected black hexagon in Figure 3.9(a) presents the small hexagon of carbon atoms.  The 
measured lattice constant is obtained from the lateral distance between atoms in x-axis as shown 
in Figure 3.9 (b). The measured value here is approximately 0.23 nm, which deviates from 
literature value by 6 %. 
      
Figure 3.9 (a) Atomically resolved STM imaging of the HOPG surface. 4 nm × 4nm, IT = 0.2 nA, Ugap= 
0.5 V at 77 K. (b) Line section along the white line in (a).   
 
3.3 Drop Casting Method 
The simplest way to assemble molecules on a substrate is through direct deposition. That was 
carried out by the drop casting method, where a droplet of solution is applied onto the substrate 
by a pipette (Figure 3.10), and then the solvent is slowly evaporated. Four different 
concentrations of POPs (10
-8
, 10
-7
, 10
-6 
and 10
-5 
molar) were examined. A droplet of 50 µL of 
POPs solution of each concentration was drop-casted onto Au (111) and HOPG surfaces, and the 
H2O solvent was left to evaporate for 1 hour under ambient conditions.  
 
 
 
3.4 Tungsten Tip Preparation  
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The stability and sharpness of the tip plays a curial role for STM measurements to obtain high 
quality surface structure topography. In this work, the electrochemical etching method was 
applied to produce sharp W-tips.  
 
A piece of a polycrystalline tungsten bulk wire with a diameter of 0.38 mm was mounted to a 
holder. Two pieces of plastic tube were applied with a small gap of about 1 mm to limit the 
etching area. The prepared wire was immersed into caustic soda solution (NaOH) as shown 8in 
Figure 3.11. A ring-shaped platinum wire was situated around the W wire and served as a 
cathode. When a DC voltage is applied between the tungsten wire and platinum ring, the 
following reactions take place: 
 
W(s) +8OH
-                                                            
[WO4]
2-
 + 4H2O + 6e
-  
                (anode) 
6H2O + 6e
-                                                           
3 H2 (g) + 6OH
-
                           (cathode) 
 
W(s) + 2H2O +2OH
-   
                            [WO4]
2-
 +3H2 (g) 
 
Solid tungsten is oxidized to tunstated [WO4]
2-
, while at the cathode hydroxide ions (OH
-
) and 
gaseous hydrogen are produced. The etching process of the lower part was terminated when the 
entirely etched wire dropped off. We used the lower part as STM tip. A plastic disk at the bottom 
end of the tungsten wire protects the lower part from hitting the glass container when it falls 
down. The resulting tip apex has a curvature radius of typically 20 nm. After rinsing the tip in 
distilled water to get rid of the remains it was dried with clean nitrogen gas. The tips then were 
ready for transfer into the UHV system. 
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Figure 3.10 Setup of the electrochemical etching of the W-tips. The etching takes place at the small 
region around the W-wire that is immersed in the caustic soda solution (NaOH) and is not protected by 
the plastic tubes.  
W-Wire  
Plastic disk 
Plastic tubes  
NaOH 
Solution  
Platinum wire  
Etching area  
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Chapter 4  
Results and Discussion  
 
In this chapter the experimental results are presented and interpreted. At the beginning we 
describe the experimental conditions and demonstrate by AES the successful adsorption of POP 
molecules on the chosen substrates. For the rest of the chapter we present the STM images of 
POP molecules on the Au and HOPG surfaces.   
 
On the Au (111) surfaces with low POP concentrations we repeatedly observed chain-like 
structures with a width, which was large and inconsistent with the molecular size. These wide 
lines are appreciably different from the HOPG case, in which sharply defined chains and arrays 
of POP molecules were formed. On HOPG, intact molecules with different orientations and 
various arrangements in ordered arrays were imaged with high topographic resolution in many 
cases.  
 
4.1 Experimental Conditions  
The experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum system with a base pressure below 5 × 
10
-11 
mbar. Before deposition, LEED and low-temperature STM surface analysis confirmed clean 
substrates. Depositions were carried out ex-situ by drop casting.  
 
It was crucial to choose adequate substrates that are not affected by air exposure. Au(111) and 
HOPG satisfy this requirement. Approximately 50 µL of POP solutions was deposited onto the 
clean Au(111) or HOPG substrates and dried for 1 hour in each case.  All STM images presented 
in this chapter were taken at 77 K using W-tips, which were electrochemically etched ex-situ 
without further in-situ treatment. All STM images were taken in the constant-current mode of 
STM operation. 
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4.2   AES of POPs adsorbed on Au (111) and HOPG substrates 
Firstly we checked the adsorption of POP molecules on the substrates.  AES analysis was used to 
check the chemical composition of the surface before and after deposition.  
 
The data indicates that POP molecules did indeed adsorb on the surfaces, as new peaks appeared 
in the spectra corresponding to the chemical composition of the POP molecules such as Pd and 
O. The relative peak intensities depend on the amount of the respective elements in the molecular 
composition.  
 
The peaks were relatively weak for low concentrations. Therefore, the experiments were 
repeated with higher concentrations (i.e. 10
-6
 molar). Figures 4.1(a,b) give evidence for the 
adsorption of POP molecules on both Au(111) and the HOPG substrates. 
Although AES data proved the presence of POP molecules on the substrates, no observation of 
POP molecules in STM images could be obtained for high concentrations in spite of several 
attempts for each substrate. A possible cause could be the disordered arrangements of the 
molecules for the high converge resulting in a relatively “thick” molecular film. This possibility 
was confirmed after we were able to take clear images when we used the lower POP 
concentration (10
-8
 molar) as demonstrated in following sections. 
 
Figure 4.1 (a) Auger spectrum after deposition POPs from different solutions onto Au (111) substrates. 
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Figure 4.1 (b) Auger spectra before and after deposition of 10
-7 
molar of POP solution onto HOPG 
surfaces. 
 
4.3   POP molecules on Au (111) surface 
After the preparation of the Au (111) surface we insured that the surface is clean by STM 
investigations. No contaminations on the terraces were observed in the STM images, and atomic 
resolution and images of the herringbone reconstruction were obtained, as shown in Figure 3.5.  
 
The sample was then transferred to the load-lock chamber via the transfer rods. Since the 
deposition was done ex-situ, the load-lock chamber was vented and opened. Before depositing 
the POPs two points were considered. The first is the effect of air exposure on the sample, and 
the second is the effect of the pure solvent (H2O).  AES analyses showed that no other chemical 
elements were detected on the surface after the air exposure [Figure 4.2(a)] and exposure to the 
solvent only [Figure 4.2(b)]. In particular, no carbon (275 eV) and oxygen (510 eV) peaks could 
be observed.  
 
The resistance of the Au (111) surface against air and solvent exposure was also confirmed by 
the STM measurements shown in Figure 4.3, which are taken after reinserting the sample into 
the UHV system. 
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(a)                                                                     (b) 
Figure 4.2 Auger spectra of the Au(111) substrate after expose to air (a) and to the solvent only (b). 
  
          
Figure 4.3 (a) STM image after exposure  of the Au(111) surface to air showing terraces. The 200 ×200 
nm image is taken at IT =1 nA, Ugap= 0.5 V. (b) STM image of the Au(111) surface after depositing the 
solvent (H2O) only. The 50 × 50 nm image is taken at  IT =1 nA, Ugap= 1 V at RT
↓
. 
 
Spatially resolved topographic images of POPs on the Au (111) substrate were feasible only for 
the lowest POPs concentration (10
-8
 molar).  Still the images showed wide, and poorly ordered 
lines or chains on the Au (111) substrate.  
 
The POP molecule is about 2 nm wide, whereas the lines were approximately 10 times wider.  
The lines could be an aggregation of POP molecules, formed due to intermolecular and 
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molecule-surface interactions. The line structure is shown in Figure 4.4. The z-profile shows that 
the line height is about 20 pm, and that is consistent with the height of POPs deposited on the 
HOPG substrate.  
 
Zooming into Figure 4.4(a) reveals an internal line structure as shown in Figures 4.4(c) and (d). 
That however, does not give clear evidence that the lines are formed by POP molecules, and 
more STM observations at higher resolution are required to definitely understand the line 
structures.  
                 
(a)     (b)                (c) 
 
        
  (d)                             (e) 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) STM image of a line structure on Au (111) after adsorbing POP molecules from an aqueous 
solution. Terraces and some contamination are visible on the right side; Area = 200×200 nm
2
, IT= 0.15 
nA, Ugap= -0.55 V. (b) Line section along the line in (a). (c) Zooming into the line in (a) showing the 
herringbone structure of the Au (111) substrate. (d) Zooming into the selected rectangle in (c) shows the 
contrasts inside the line structure. (e) Line section along the white line in (d). 
 
The large width of the lines suggests formations of condensed aggregations of POPs. A possible 
reason for the formation of elongated, chain-like structures may be a molecular alignment along 
the step edge between two terraces, where the surface edge can create stronger attraction for the 
molecules. Another less possible reason is that the chains actually follow the herringbone 
reconstruction structure by filling the region between two along the soliton walls as discussed in 
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section 3.2. The absence of large scale ordering of the chains according to the unperturbed 
herringbone reconstruction [Figure 3.5(c)] could be explained by a partial lifting of the 
reconstruction during the deposition process. All of these proposed explanations however are not 
based on clear evidence and can be treated as speculations.  
 
4.4 POP molecules on the HOPG substrate 
HOPG is one of the best-studied substrates both experimentally and theoretically due to its 
specific electronic properties [Matsui et al. 2005]. The 10
-8 
molar
 
POP solution was drop-casted 
on the HOPG substrate and dried under ambient conditions for 1 hour. STM images of HOPG 
samples prepared with this concentration revealed the best results. 
 
4.4.1 Well-ordered POP lines on the HOPG surface 
The molecular arrangement of POPs on the HOPG surface reported here is produced for the first 
time. Figure 4.6 shows one of the images that reveal a well-ordered POP molecular chain aligned 
along the graphite surface. Individual molecules are easily distinguished and the spacing is a 
result of the strong repulsive interaction between the negatively charged POP molecules as 
mentioned in section 3.1. The size of a single molecule in Figure 4.6 is approximately 2 nm, 
which is comparable to the actual molecule size. 
     
Figure 4.5 (a) STM image of double-cuboid-shaped POP molecules on the HOPG surface, area 32.2 nm × 
22.1 nm, IT = 1.5 nA and U gap = 3V. (b) The molecule height and width are indicated by the line section 
along the white line. 
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To understand how the molecules are arranged on the substrate, we moved the STM image frame 
along one molecular chain and got the following observations: The chain starts from a step edge 
and ends also at a step edge.  
     
Figure 4.6 STM images of selected sections of a 430 nm long molecule chain. (a) Upper end of the chain, 
(b) middle part, and (c) lower part of the chain also showing HOPG steps. The 125 nm× 125 nm images 
are taken at IT = 1.5 nA and Ugap= -0.5 V. 
 
The areas beyond these big edges were scanned and showed no POP molecules. The chain length 
was approximately 430 nm and it was not completely straight. A second chain appears from the 
side and runs parallel to the main one and then bends away to the side see Figure 4.7. 
 
We studied other molecular chains in order to determine their capability of crossing HOPG steps 
or getting trapped along the steps of the HOPG substrate. We selected a chain that was located 
near two close HOPG steps. The STM image of Figure 4.8 for a selected part of the chain shows 
that it indeed crosses the HOPG steps. Consequently, monatomic graphite steps do not determine 
the chain formation. 
           
Figure 4.7   STM image taken with IT =1.5 nA, Ugap= -0.1 V, and scan area 46.3 × 46.3 nm
2 
showing a 
molecular chain crossing HOPG steps (a) and a cross section of the substrate step revealing  is monatomic 
height (b)  
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4.4.2 Observation of molecular chains and arrays on HOPG 
Figure 4.9 shows large scan-area images of highly regular patterns that we attribute to well-
ordered arrays of POP molecules arranged on the graphite surface. The pattern is only visible at 
the right upper side of the molecular chain [best visible in Figure 4.9(b)] that runs through the 
image.  
            
(a)      (b) 
Figure 4.8 (a) STM images of large scan-area of POPs showing both a molecule chain and a molecular 
array on HOPG. (b) A selected part from (a) showing better resolution especially for the molecule array. 
Scan area (a) = 180 nm× 180 nm, (b) = 66.6 nm × 66.6 nm, IT = 1.5 nA and Ugap= 3 V. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Large scan area STM image for POPs on a HOPG surface. The POP array extends from the 
molecule chain at the bottom up the top of the image. Scan area 200 nm × 200 nm, IT = 1.5 nA and Ugap= 
3V. 
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Although the molecular array is not obvious in the whole area in the right upper side of the 
molecule chain, images can be produced after repeated scanning with relatively mild tunneling 
conditions (i.e. 1-1.5 nA). In contrast, the left lower side of the molecular chain does not show 
evidence of a molecular array under any tunneling condition. Therefore, it seems that the chain is 
the edge of the array.  Other totally different areas were scanned and they yielded similar results. 
An example is given in Figure 4.10.  
 
These arrays exhibit periodicities consistent with the molecule size of 2 nm. Thus, the imaged 
arrays suggest that we are observing monolayers of POPs on graphite. Figure 4.10 shows a 
monolayer array of POP molecules covering the area from the first molecular chain boundary up 
to the top of the STM image. The recorded chain is located at the array edge.   
 
Figure 4.11 shows a high-resolution image of a molecular array. The protrusions are arranged in 
a hexagonal closed pattern. Our data represent the first evidence of POP formations of arrays on 
HOPG.  
 
Figure 4.10 STM images of molecule arrays on HOPG. The scan area is 20 nm × 20 nm, IT = 1.5 nA and 
Ugap= 1 V. 
 
From further STM measurements of the same sample we were able to observe two types of 
molecular arrangements. The first are mainly straight molecular chains with different 
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orientations as discussed in section 4.4.1.  The second are molecular arrays as discussed in this 
section.  Many images showed the chains located at the edges of ordered molecular arrays. It 
cannot be confirmed however, if this is always the case because the corrugation of the arrays is 
very small and its appearance in the images strongly depends on the resolving power of the 
STM-tip.  
 
At present it is not clear if the bright chains at the edges of the arrays appear in the STM images 
due to a true structural “fence” of the arrays (e.g. different, e.g. upright molecule orientation or 
double-layer stacking) or due to an electronic effect that leads to a much higher tunneling current 
(and thus an apparent elevation) at the edge.  Both possibilities could originate from the missing 
of molecular neighbors on the outer side of the array and the related reduced local symmetry, 
similar to the formation of reconstructions and electronic surface states at surfaces. In this sense, 
the array edge is the 1-dimensional analogue of 2-dimensional surfaces. A possible explanation 
for the formation of array edges at certain locations could be grain boundaries of the HOPG 
substrate or dents created during the cleaning of the surface.  
 
4.4.3 Molecular Arrays Comparison  
Although, obtaining STM images of molecular arrays is difficult, we were able to map them 
several times. Most often the sub molecular resolution image of each single molecule in those 
molecular arrays appears as spherical structure with a size of approximately 2 nm. The z-profile 
shows that the apparent height of the molecule in the arrays is about 100 pm as was the case for 
the z-profile images recorded within molecule arrays.  
  
a) b) 
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c) d)  
Figure 4.11 (a) High- resolution STM topography of a densely packed of POP molecule arrays on HOPG 
surface with the unit cell of the superstructure as indicated by red lines with hexagon shape with one 
molecule on the center (size area = 17.3 nm × 9.8 nm, IT = 1.5 nA and Ugap= 3 V. (b a cross section along 
the white line in (a). (c) STM image of molecule arrays with different geometry size and height (size 
area= 11.1 nm × 11.1 nm, IT = 1.5 nA and Ugap= 3 V). (d) Cross section along the white line in (c). 
 
However few STM images recorded molecular arrays with half the lattice constant (1 nm), but 
doubled z-profile height (200 pm). This suggests that either the molecules in these cases are 
standing upright on the HOPG surface or broken into single-cuboid molecules. Figure 4.12 
shows high-resolution STM images of molecular arrays for both cases. The unit cells of the 
molecular arrangements are determined and marked. Both arrays are simple hexagonal Bravais 
lattices and reflect the symmetry graphite lattice.  
 
4.4.4 Molecular array structure as a function of the tunneling current  
STM images are dependent on the charge distribution on the molecules. When the charge density 
is large, we expect an increase in the tunneling current, yielding brighter STM contrast and visa 
versa: darker STM contrast for low charge density. In the constant-current mode the distance is 
varied to keep the current constant. The tip is retracted (approached) in areas with high (low) 
current density, and the recorded z-piezo signal yields accordingly bright (dark) contrast. 
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(a) 1.5 nA                                             (b) 1 nA 
 
 A   
   (c)  0.5 nA                                                 (d) 0.3 nA 
  
Figure. 4.12 Constant-current STM images of molecular arrays of POPs on the HOPG surfaces for 
different set tunneling current values. Tunneling current in (a) 1.5 nA, (b) 1 nA, (c) 0.5 nA and (d) 0.3 
nA. [(a) – (d) area = 20 nm × 10 nm and Ugap = -0.5 V] 
 
We took images under the constant-current mode for a number of set-point current values to 
obtain information about the intermolecular structure. When we increase the set-point current we 
operate closer to the surface and vise versa. This means the scan maps iso-surfaces of different 
charge densities values resulting in a variation of the molecular profiles. By changing the set-pint 
current we want to obtain information about the intra-molecular structure of the POPs. 
 
Figure 4.13 shows small changes of the molecule shape from spherical as shown Figure 4.13(a) 
to elliptical in Figure 4.13(c). The elliptical shape in Figure 4.13(c) could be an indication that 
the cuboids are laying flat on the HOPG surface in the case of dense arrays. A detailed analysis 
of the image variations in Figure 4.13 can only be done in combination with theoretical 
calculations of STM images that properly describe the decay of the wave functions above the 
surface or molecules into the vacuum region. States with clearly different decay lengths into the 
vacuum are predominately imaged for very low or high set-point current, respectively. 
 
4.4.5 Molecular array profile dependence on the bias voltage 
High and low charge densities can be addressed be varying the bias voltage to see if the density 
of states (DOS) shows significant energy dependence, e.g. a gap close to the Fermi level with 
HOMO/LUMO states at certain energies.  
 
Figure 4.14 displays constant-current images taken at selected bias voltages applied to POP 
molecules on the HOPG surface. In each image the molecules appear as bright elliptical shapes. 
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At some bias voltage and in some regions atomic resolution of HOPG appears in addition to the 
molecular contrast as shown in Figure 4.14(c-d). 
 
It would be interesting to investigate the electronic structure of the molecules by Scanning 
Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) to obtain clear evidence for the adsorption geometry of the 
molecules and a clear identification if they are single-cuboid or double-cuboid POPs. 
 
        
(a) (b)                                        (c) 
  
       
  (d)                                          (e)                                           (f)  
Fig 4.13 Constant-current STM images of POP molecules on the HOPG surface as a function of the bias 
voltage. Bias voltage (a) 1.5 V, (b) 2 V, (c) 3 V, (d) -0.1 V, (e) -0.3 V, (f) -2 V.  [(a) – (f) image area 6.67 
nm × 6.67 nm and IT =1.5 nA] 
 
 
4.4.6 Double layers of the molecular arrays 
Figure 4.15 shows a POP molecular array with some irregularities in the lattice. It seems that the 
molecules conglomerate above each other in some regions and thus appear brighter in the STM 
image (blue circle). To investigate this argument we produced a z-profile along one row of 
protrusions along the white line in Figure 4.14(a) as displayed in Figure 4.14(b). The blue circle 
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marks two protrusions, which are three times higher than the others located next to them, 
whereas the green circle marks two neighboring protrusions, whose height differs by one typical 
protrusions height. A conclusive interpretation of this variation is difficult because such defects 
could have been induced by irregularities (point defects, steps) of the HOPG substrate. 
  
Figure 4.14 (a) Constant-current STM topography of a POP molecule array on the HOPG surface 
showing a non-uniform lattice with a dislocation (blue circle). (b) Line section along white line in (a). 
Image size 20 nm × 20 nm, IT  = 1.5 nA and Ugap = 1 V. 
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Chapter 5  
Summary and Conclusions 
 
Molecules on surfaces play a fundamental role in many fields of interest like heterogeneous 
catalysis, epitaxial thin film growth, molecular electronics and formation of nanostructures in 
general. The main objective of this thesis was to investigate the adsorption characteristics of 
double-cuboid insulating POP molecules on two differently reactive substrates, namely Au(111) 
and HOPG substrate. 
 
We used these substrates because they are unaffected by air exposure since deposition is 
performed ex-situ. Alternatively POP molecules were chosen because they are stable in the solid 
state under air, and they have the potential of being used as precursors in spintronics devices. In 
addition there are no previous STM studies reported for these molecules.  
   
We studied first the dependence of the POP adsorption on the substrate type using AES followed 
by a detailed investigation of the STM topography of the molecules adsorbed on the substrates. 
The results were consistent for the HOPG but did not settle well for the Au surfaces. In the 
following we summarize our observations and conclusions: 
 
1. POP chains on HOPG were formed and clear images were produced. The chain height and 
width were consistent with the molecular size for various orientations. The images were best 
and useful for the low concentration (10
-8
 molar). 
 
2. We observed with high resolution the formation of arrays with chains at the edges. The chains 
length reached more than 400 nm, and the molecular height varied from 100 pm for the arrays 
to 200 pm for the molecular chains. 
 
3. POPs are usually images with spherical profiles. Under certain bias conditions the images 
change to an elliptical appearance possibly indicating that the molecules were flipping from 
standing upright to laying along the surface or that they have broken into single-cuboid 
molecules. A complete understanding requires comparison to detailed electronic structure 
calculations. 
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4. No images were obtained for concentrations larger than 10-8 Mole/liter for both HOPG and 
Au (111): The film structure is expected to change as a result of multilayers formation that 
can smear the structure. In addition, the molecular interactions can bring higher influences on 
the disordering of molecules. 
 
5. Wide adsorbate lines were observed systematically on the Au surface for the low 
concentrations. The width exceeded 10 times the molecular size. In contrast, the chains 
formed on the HOPG surface were clearly ordered and neatly preserving very sharp lines and 
even forming arrays. The variance between the two cases reflects different molecular-surface 
interactions. It seems for the HOPG surface intermolecular interaction is prevailing over the 
molecule-surface interaction and controls the adsorbate arrangement, whereas in the case of 
gold the molecule-surface interaction is more influential. Surface defects of the substrate such 
as the terrace structure or remainder of the herringbone reconstruction are likely to be 
responsible for the chain formation due to the locally enhanced interaction. The irregular 
arrangement of the chain supports this explanation.  
 
6. These arguments are further supported by the fact we were unable to get any clear images 
when we used higher concentrations, which lead to multi-layering and thus a weakening of 
the influence of the substrate on the molecular ordering. The resulting disordered molecule 
arrangement prevents successful STM imaging. 
 
 
Recommendations 
We recommend conducting the following tests and measurements as a follow-up to our work. 
They are also summarized in the table 5.1. 
 
1. Use LEED to get a reciprocal space characterization with of the molecular arrays. Even 
though our images have shown stable arrays over a reasonable area (200 nm* 200 nm) the 
overall surface of the substrate covered by the POPs is over 1000 times this size.  It will be 
desirable to see the overall profile of the POPs formation over the wide surface.  
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2. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS) offers the possibility to investigate the LDOS 
structure with lateral atomic size resolution. Using the differential conductivity of the sample 
dI/dV as a function of the applied bias voltage may provide some detailed information about 
the density of states. This will help understand the internal electronic structure, e.g. HOMO-
LUMO gap, and provides data that can be compared to electronic structure calculations. 
3. The measurements on the Au surface did not yield satisfactory understanding of the 
adsorption of the POP molecules and the preferred adsorbate arrangements.  Redoing the 
measurements on Au (111) at lower concentration may help to unravel the influence of the 
soliton walls of the herringbone reconstruction or the terrace structure on the adsorption 
process.  
4. POP adsorption on HOPG at much smaller concentrations could produce isolated smaller 
arrays. Even though this could be hard to achieve, a test of this kind may shed some light on 
the dynamics of the molecular profile structures. We propose using (STM, AES, and XPS) for 
different POP lower concentrations. 
5. As discussed in section 4.4.3 we imaged POP arrays with lattice constants measuring half the 
molecule size and twice its height. We asked the chemistry group to synthesize single-cuboid 
POP molecules in order to perform a comparison with the images of half size and double 
height presented in this work. The goal is to see if it we were dealing here with double-cuboid 
POPs broken into single-cuboid POP molecules and in addition to determine the adsorption 
geometry (e.g. up-right, flat, broken).   
 
6.  In order to perform the project shown in Figure 1.1 we suggest depositing POPs onto 
Cu(100) covered with 1 or 2 layers of Cu(NO3)2 to study POP adsorption on insulating rather 
that conductive substrates. The objective is to build substrates with gate electrodes.   
 
7. POPs could be attached to single molecule magnet SMM via chemical bonds and then 
reduced to metallic Pd clusters. The next step will be the possibility of growing larger Pd or 
FePd nano-particles around the small Pd clusters. 
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Table 5.1 Summery of following tests and measurements as a follow-up to our work.  
  Test or Technique  Objective 
1  LEED   Characterize molecule arrays  
2  Study of molecular arrays using STS Look for internal structure of molecules and study 
electronic structure, e.g. HOMO-LUMO gap  
3  POPs on Au (111) substrate   Check low concentrations and compare with HOPG 
4 
  
Different POP concentrations on 
HOPG using (STM, AES, XPS)  
Observe transition from isolated molecules to islands 
and closed layers  
5 
  
Single-cuboid POPs  Address the adsorption geometry (up-right, broken, 
or flat).  
6 
  
POPs on Cu(100) covered with 1 or 2 
layers of Cu(NO3)2 
 
 [Courtesy of Prof. Paul Kögerler, 
RWTH Aachen and FZJ] 
POPs on insulating rather than metallic substrate. 
Towards substrates with gate electrode  
7  POP attached to SMMs via chemical 
bonds then reduced to Pd clusters 
If successful larger Pd or FePd nano-particles could 
be grown around the small Pdx0 species. 
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 setartsbus GPOH dna )111( uA no setadallapoxoyloP
  ثٕبئُخ اٌزىؼُت ػًٍ عطىح اٌزهت واٌغشافُذ  اووغى ثبلادارظجضَئبد ثىٌٍدساعخ عٍىن 
 
  ِذّىد اٌضَش: إػذاد
 
 إششاف 
  عٍّبْ ِذّذ عٍّبْ دائشح اٌفُضَبء جبِؼخ اٌمذط فٍغطُٓ . د
  ثأٌّبُٔب ثّشوض َىٌُش ِؼهذ غشأجُشؽسغٍش ةدأًُُ . و  د
 
 ٍِخض
 
 
ارش أو ثٍ ( و اٌجشافُذ )111( اٌزهت دػًٍ أعطخ ِىطلاثٕبئُخ اٌزىؼُت   اووغى ثبلادارظجضَئبد ثىٌٍرُ دساعخ إِىبُٔخ اٌزظبق 
  .لإِىبُٔخ رطجُمهب وغلائف فٍ الاٌُىزشؤُبد اٌّغٕبطُغُخ واٌزذمك ِٕهب   )جٍ
 عبػخ فٍ 1 ِذح  ورشوذ ٌزجخش اٌّذٍىيػًٍ اٌغطخاٌجضَئبد  ِٓ ِذٍىي ادلطشة  خلاي اٌزٕمُطِٓاٌغطىح  اٌجضَئبد ػًٍ إَذاعولذ رُ 
اٌمُبعبد   وأثجزذ.واٌّجهش إٌفمٍ )الأوجُش( ح ثؼذ ػٍُّخ الإَذاع ثبعزخذاَ وً ِٓ رمُٕبدوورُ رشخُض اٌغط.  اٌّؼُبسَخظً اٌظشوف
   . ثطشق ِزفبورخٌٍجضٌء اٌّخزبسحُٔخ اِزظبص اٌغطىح اثىاعطخ الأوجُش اِه
 وثُشا ِمبسٔخ ِغ دجُ رىصَؼبد اٌجضَئبد ثأثؼبد أوجش لُبط ثؼض دُث رُجضَئبد ثٕجبح ثبعزخذاَ اٌّجهش إٌفمٍ ايرظىَش ورُ 
ِب ثُٓ اٌزارٍ رجُّغ اٌجضَئبد ثهزا اٌشىً َجت أْ َؼزّذ ػًٍ اٌزفبػً . ػٕذ إَذاع رشوُض لًٍُ )111( عطخ اٌزهتػًٍ اٌفؼٍٍ َئبداٌجض
  .ِب ثُٓ اٌجضَئبد واٌغطخوجضَئبد اي
جضَئبد عٍُّخ ثبرجبهبد ِخزٍفخ يرظىَش ثذلخ ػبٌُخ ايرُ دُث . أوثش ٔجبدبوبٔذ  )ارش او ثٍ جٍ(جضَئبد ػًٍ عطخ اي ادإَذاع
 ػًٍ طىي اٌغلاعً  ولؼذ ثُٕخ اٌغطخ ثُّٕب وارجؼذ اٌّظفىفبد.  وعلاعً ِٕظّخ فٍ ثؼض اٌذبلادِظفىفبدورشرُجبد ِزؼذدح فٍ 
 دىاف اٌّظفىفبد
 رظىَش  ِٓ خلاي اٌذبلاد اٌشبرحرفغُش و واٌزىصَغرىىَٕبدايِخزٍف أوثش رذذَذا يهٕبن دبجخ إًٌ ِضَذ ِٓ اٌجذث ٌٍذظىي ػًٍ فهُ 
لُبعبد ِٓ أجً دساعخ اٌجىأت ةإضبفخ إًٌ رىطُبد  )الأوجُش( اٌّجهش إٌفمٍ ثزشوُضاد ألً ودساعبد ثبٌزفظًُ ٌلإَذاع ثبعزخذاَ
  . الأخشي ٌٍزطجُمبد اٌّّىٕخ
 
 
